


Three women are on their own, busy with their
housework, listening to the italian radio.
Each of them moves into sections of rooms, 
cleaning, brushing, tidying conscientiously. 
Just for the absent man. He will appreciate to
come back  in a clean house.
The scorching heat sways the chain of habits.
A gap opens and unveils their secret lives.
Slow and precise gestures are replaced by a
raising rythm, their bodies dislocated them -
selves as the intimate world collapses.

The lag between the beauty of the 
choregraphed - erotized but never vulgar 
gesture - and prosaic set elements draws a 
frenzied universe.



In this danced-theatre show, three
Graces are overwhelmed with
madness of a too hot day !

The company mixes dance and 
theatre to produce its own unique
style, turning everydaylife into an
extraordinary subject of art.



Gestual danced theater
Fix, for audiences of all ages, wordless, day-show
Duration : 30 minutes (to be played 2 times a day)
Gaug : 400 
Team : 5 people

Cost: 2280 € for two shows 30 min each
(not incl. royalties, transport 5 persons, accomodation/catering)

Scenic place
On a place, on flat area 18 meters x 5 (audience not included)
Van access

Set-up time
3 hours + 1 hour before the first show
Dismantling time + loading 2 hours

Between the two shows, minimum 1 hour _ break

PLEASE CONTACT THE COMPANY TO GET THE COMPLETE TECHNICAL CARD 
TECHNIC :  ALAIN BEAUCHET +33-6 63 58 60 86 OR +33-4 95 04 95 81

This show was specially created for Festival de lʼOh 2010
(Conseil Général du Val de Marne).
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